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Brownfields Job Training Program Ends Six-Year Run 
 
“It’s been fun.  Don’t forget to write!”  Well, okay, this 
is not exactly like telling your cousins goodbye after an 
extended visit.  But the end of the Brownfields Job 
Training program is a sort of farewell to a “friend” 
that’s been a part of The City of Winston-Salem for 
more than half a decade.  It leaves behind a local 
environmental workscape that has opened its ranks to 
program graduates, providing employment 
opportunities, and which has been positively impacted 
by their contributions. 

 
Since its 2001-2002 kick off, the program has grown 
from small seeds of possibility to one that should, after a 
short developmental break, continue providing a pathway 
to employment for future participants.  With a little bit of 
luck, the next evolutionary stage will come online in the 
fall of 2009 as the Environmental Science Technology 
degree program at Forsyth Tech.  It will feature much of 
the same applied 
material that 

characterized the Brownfields Job Training program, 
with a great deal of added punch in the form of 
chemistry, biology, and geology courses to bolster the 
science side, and full semester courses in Environmental 
Issues, Environmental Law, OSHA regulations an other 
Health and Safety courses to strengthen the regulatory, 
“green” and safety components. 
 
There are many reasons why programs such as this succeed or fail, but the Winston-Salem 
version’s success has been fairly easy to map.  The two pieces that most readily come to mind 
are the remarkably cooperative relationship among the program’s principle partners, and the 
enormous contributions of community stakeholders.   
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The City of Winston-Salem', Forsyth Tech, and the Northwest Piedmont Council of 
Governments Workforce Development program have provided an excellent model for 

cooperative partnerships.  Each played a key role, and 
each worked together to get the job done, from 
recruiting and screening all the way through to 
placements and tracking.   
 
Community stakeholders are the “make or break” part 
of the equation.  In Winston-Salem and even beyond, 
the program benefited from huge contributions from 
the environmental services and regulatory 
communities, which contributed hundreds of hours of 

professional time and access to a multitude equipment 
and supplies, as well setting up offsite training venues.  
Business partners, local and state government provided 
excellent venues, too, where students could see a 
monitoring well network, sample wells, get quality 
control and quality assurance training, witness state of 
the art waste management, recycling and reuse 
strategies, and see how the business of managing waste 
and supplying drinking water really looks on the inside.  
Many partners, including local community 
development organizations, faith-based groups, and 
even our science museum, provided information outlets and funneled prospective students into 
the program. 
 
Likewise, the instructors, several of whom were in the classroom for all six training sessions, 
were dedicated to getting the information to the students, supporting their efforts at learning, and 
acknowledging them as peers.    
 

Thanks are in order for the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA), especially Region 4, for 
its valuable guidance and support.  Of particular value 
has been the “open information” concept, which 
encourages programs from all over the country to freely 
share everything from development and sustainability 
strategies to model curriculum.  The arm that carried out 
this concept was the Hazardous Materials Training and 

Research Institute (HMTRI), which provided a critical forum through which prospective, 
fledgling and legacy training programs could meet regularly to share ideas, and an ongoing 
clearinghouse for inter-program communication and information sharing.  The national and 
regional meetings staged by this group are among the best one could find anywhere for getting 
the information out and sharing the expertise. 
 
On behalf of all the partners, stakeholders, students, and unnamed supporters, thanks you! 
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Student Update 
 
Ken Gusler, class of 2007, reports that he has, after a long search, landed a job that suits is needs 
and his credentials.  Ken was a model of time maximization.  During the entire 14 weeks of 
training, Ken continued his studies at Guilford College as a full-time student (and a parent of a 
full-time student at another local university).   A while back he took a “part-time” job running a 
laboratory that quickly expanded into far more than full-time hours.  He continued his studies, 
nonetheless, and commuted long distances for everything he did: School, Job Training, and later, 
work. 
 
His official title is OSH & E (Occupational, Safety, Health and Environmental) Specialist for 
Commonwealth Brands, Inc., right in his hometown of Reidsville, NC.  His responsibilities will 
include providing “analysis, technical expertise and leadership in a factory setting for a wide 
range of health, safety and environmental disciplines to achieve compliance with corporate OSH 
& E standards and with national, state and local requirements." 
 
Congratulations to Ken for landing the job he really wanted, and for his amazing perseverance.  
By the way: Ken will complete his college work in soon and receive his degree in Forensic 
Biology, further expanding an already impressive resume.   Incidentally, Ken’s new job is 
Monday through Thursday, so he plans to continue working at the laboratory on Fridays.  This is 
a truly amazing story with a great ending.   
 
People Like You and Me: Where Do Trainees Come From (and go)? 
  
One of the most compelling parts of the Brownfields Job Training program has been the infinite 
variety of people that chose to become students.  Over the course of six years, the program 
enjoyed extraordinary diversity in background, interest and prior job skills.  This added 
immeasurably to the richness of the training experience, and produced excellent cross-pollination 
of ideas and perspectives.   
 
Here’s a short list of some of the prior work environments and/or training and degrees that 
brought students to the training table: 
 

- Textiles 
- Furniture 
- Tobacco 
- Baked goods manufacturing 
- General manufacturing 
- Construction 
- Engineering 
- Drafting 
- Art 
- Trucking 
- Banking 
- Auto parts 

- Retailing 
- Athletic training 
- Medical technology and research 
- Graphic design 
- Music performance management 
- Marketing 
- High School 
- Security guard 
- Private investigator 
- EMS specialist 
- Professional office clerical 
- Masonry 
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That’s a lot of variety, and there were many others, too.   
 
And where did they end up?  Here are a few. 
 
- Environmental consulting 
- Environmental contracting 
- Airport infrastructure 
- Manufacturing health and safety 
compliance 
- Analytical laboratory 
- Hazardous waste management 

- Wastewater treatment 
- Drinking water treatment 
- Environmental equipment 
- Utilities construction and maintenance 
- Onsite environmental construction 
supervision  

 
Thanks, student graduates, for enriching the program, your fellow students, and the job 
market! 
 
Program Development Update 
 
As of mid-September, the degree program development process was moving along on 
schedule.  The notification period has ended, with no negative comments from other state 
community colleges.  In the next two months, additional employment and student survey data 
will be added.  In early December 2008, the draft application should be sent off to the North 
Carolina Community College System for review.  Then it’s a waiting game to see how the 
system rules on the application.  We’re hopeful that it will be approved, opening the door for 
a projected fall 2009 startup or the program at Forsyth Tech, the home of the Brownfields 
Job Training Program.  
 
Our hope is that the new degree program will provide the same opportunity as did the Job 
Training program through diploma and certificate tracks, while giving students interested in a 
two-year degree or transfer to a four year college pathways to achieve those goals. 
 
The Wrap-up 
 
In the final analysis, the Brownfields Job Training program comes down to a simple goal: 
Creating opportunities that can lead to a new chance at meaningful work and a more 
gratifying life.  The environmental field is one that must remain with us, one that holds the 
potential to improve the quality of life for students, yes, but also, through their efforts as 
environmental professionals, for those that share this planet with us.  Thanks to everyone 
who is working toward that goal. 

__________________________ 

If you have questions or suggestions about the Winston-Salem Brownfields Job Training 
program, contact Tim Binkley at 336-724-9350, or tpbinkley@earthlink.net. 


